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Abstract16

Sexually dimorphic traits are widespread across metazoans and are often the result of sex-17

specific inheritance or sex-based differences in gene expression. Intersexual differences18

have even been observed in invertebrate venoms, although the identification of these dif-19

ferences has been limited to the more well-studied groups, such as scorpions and spiders,20

where sex-based differences in morphology and behavior are apparent. Recent studies21

on centipede venom have identified evidence of intraspecific variation, but intersexual22

differences have not been reported. To investigate the potential for sex-based differences23

in centipede venom composition, we performed reversed-phase high performance liquid24

chromatography (RP-HPLC) analyses on five male and 15 female eastern bark centipedes25

(Hemiscolopendra marginata) from the Apalachicola National Forest in northern Florida.26

After detecting a significant sex-based difference in H. marginata venom composition, we27

completed a high-throughput venom-gland transcriptomic and venom proteomic analy-28

sis of one male and one female to determine the genetic basis for differences in venom29

composition. We identified 47 proteomically confirmed toxins and 717 nontoxin tran-30

scripts in H. marginata venom-glands. Of these proteomically confirmed toxins, the31

most abundantly expressed in the male venom included ion channel-modulating toxins32

and toxins so divergent from any characterized homologs that they could not be given33

a functional classification, whereas the most abundantly expressed in the female venom34

were γ-glutamyl transferases and CAPs (cysteine-rich secretory proteins, antigen 5, and35

pathogenesis-related 1 proteins). These differences were then confirmed by performing36

replicate LC-MS/MS analyses on the venom from an additional three male and three fe-37

male H. marginata. Our RP-HPLC and high-throughput transcriptomic and proteomic38

approach resulted in not only an in-depth characterization of H. marginata venom, but39

represents the first example of sex-based variation in centipede venoms.40
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1 Introduction41

Sexually dimorphic traits have been observed in a variety of organisms across the animal42

kingdom (Glucksmann, 1974; Vollrath and Parker, 1992; Parker, 1992; Owens and Hart-43

ley, 1998). These traits include differences in color, size, secondary sexual characteristics,44

and behavior and are often the result of sex-based differences in gene expression (Elle-45

gren and Parsch, 2007; Mank, 2008). As a biochemical phenotype with direct effects on46

fitness, venoms represent a unique model for studying the molecular basis of intersexual47

variation in organisms that experience sex-based differences in life history and behavior.48

Venoms are a complex mixture of peptides and proteins that exhibit a wide range of49

toxicity and physiological effects (Casewell et al., 2013). Intraspecific venom variation50

has been observed in the venom of multiple invertebrate lineages (Herzig et al., 2008;51

Abdel-Rahman et al., 2011; Undheim et al., 2014; Ward et al., 2018a), and some of52

this variation has been classified as sex-based. However, the identification of sex-based53

differences in venom has been limited to the more well-studied groups, such as spiders54

(Herzig et al., 2008; Binford et al., 2016) and scorpions (D’suze et al., 2015; Ward et al.,55

2018b). For example, using high performance liquid chromatography and LD50 assays in56

crickets, Herzig et al. (2008) identified sex-based differences in venom yield, complexity,57

and biological activity in mouse spider (Missulena) venoms. Additionally, a proteomic58

and functional venom comparison across three populations of the Hentz striped scorpion59

(Centruroides hentzi ) revealed a significant variation in venom explained by a female-60

biased population divergence (Ward et al., 2018a).61

Recent advancements in centipede (Arthropoda: Chilopoda) venom characterizations62

have shown that centipede venoms contain a rich diversity of toxins, many of which bear63

little resemblance to previously identified venom proteins, suggesting their novelty in evo-64

lutionary and pharmaceutical analyses (Undheim et al., 2014, 2015; Smith and Undheim,65

2018). Toxins frequently identified in these centipede venom characterizations include66

antimicrobial peptides, β-pore forming toxins, CAPs (cysteine rich secretory [CRISP],67

antigen 5 [Ag5], and pathogenesis-related 1 [Pr-1]), γ-glutamyl transferases (GGTs), ion-68

channel modulating toxins, phospholipases, and proteases (Undheim et al., 2014, 2015;69

Hakim et al., 2015; Ward and Rokyta, 2018). Furthermore, in a previous comparison of70

Scolopendra subspinipes venom, Smith and Undheim (2018) suggest that centipede ven-71

oms are more variable than previously expected. High-throughput transcriptomic and72

proteomic analyses of Scolopendra viridis from Florida (Ward and Rokyta, 2018) and73

Mexico (González-Morales et al., 2014), for example, have recently presented evidence74

of intraspecific variation in centipede venom.75

Although intraspecific variation has been reported in centipedes, sex-based variation76

in venom has not been examined. To investigate the potential for sex-based differ-77

ences in centipede venom composition, we sampled multiple individuals of the eastern78

bark centipede (Hemiscolopendra marginata ; Figure 1) from the Apalachicola National79

Forest in northern Florida. Hemiscolopendra marginata (Say, 1821), a member of the80

Scolopendridae family, is a relatively small species of centipede (13–57mm) that con-81
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sumes invertebrate prey. Although no distinct sexual dimorphism in morphology has82

been identified in H. marginata, male Scolopendra morsitans tend to be smaller than83

females and have a ridge that spans the lateral border of the last pair of legs (Lewis,84

1968, 2006). Overall, few sexual dimorphic traits in scolopendromorph centipedes have85

been identified, but intersexual differences in behavior have been reported. Females of86

some centipede species, including H. marginata, participate in extensive maternal care87

(Cupul-Magaña et al., 2018). Hemiscolopendra marginata venom, although not harmful88

to humans, has yet to be studied. Therefore, we performed reversed-phase high perfor-89

mance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) analyses on multiple individuals of each sex90

and completed a venom-gland transcriptomic and venom proteomic analysis to identify91

the genetic basis for potential sex-based differences in H. marginata venom. To confirm92

potential sex-based differences, we also completed replicate proteomic analyses on the93

venom from three female and three male H. marginata.94

2 Materials and Methods95

2.1 Centipedes, venoms, and venom-glands96

Hemiscolopendra marginata were collected from the Apalachicola National Forest from97

Liberty and Leon counties in northern Florida to assess intersexual differences in cen-98

tipede venom variation (Figure 1). Hemiscolopendra marginata are distributed across99

much of the southeastern United States (Shelley, 2002) with their range extending into100

Mexico (Shelley, 2008). Both male and female centipedes were collected by peeling back101

bark from dead or fallen trees. Centipedes were maintained at Florida State University102

and sexed under a stereoscopic microscope by exposing internal genitalia. Males were103

identified based on the presence of the spinning organ behind the second genital sternite104

(Bonato et al., 2010; McMonigle, 2014). Venom proteome and venom-gland transcrip-105

tomic analyses were performed independently on one female and one male H. marginata106

labeled C0150 and C0162, respectively. We also performed replicate LC-MS/MS con-107

firmation analyses on the venom from an additional three males and three females to108

independently confirm any sex-based differences suggested by the transcriptomics.109

Venom and venom-gland extractions were performed as previously described (Ward110

and Rokyta, 2018). Centipedes were anesthetized with CO2 for approximately one111

minute before being Velcro R© fitted onto a venom extraction surface, ventral side up.112

Next, a serrated metal spatula was placed between the forcipules of the centipede and113

muscle contraction was induced by electrical stimulation at the base of the forcipules to114

promote ejection of the venom. The venom was lyophilized and stored at –80◦C until115

further use. Four days after venom extraction, the venom-glands were removed under116

a stereoscopic microscope. Venom-gland tissue was immediately transferred to a 0.7117

mL microcentrifuge tube containing 100 µL RNAlater and stored at 4◦C overnight be-118

fore transferring to –80◦C for later use. Each centipede specimen was preserved in 95%119

ethanol and stored at –80◦C.120
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2.2 Reversed-Phase high-performance liquid chromatography121

Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) was performed on122

a single venom sample for the male and female transcriptome individuals and an ad-123

ditional 4 males and 14 females, as previously described by (Ward et al., 2018a). Ap-124

proximately 7 µg of protein was injected onto a Aeris 3.6 µm C18 column (Phenomenex,125

Torrance, CA) utilizing the standard solvent system of A = 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid126

(TFA) in water and B = 0.06% TFA in acetonitrile, and a Waters 2695 Separations127

Module with a Waters 2487 Dual λ Absorbance Detector. Samples were run with a flow128

rate of 0.2 mL/min over a 125-minute gradient from 10-75% solution B, followed with129

a 15-minute wash of 10% B. To visualize and test for potential intraspecific differences130

in venom composition, we performed a principal component analysis (PCA) using the131

robCompositions package in R (Templ et al., 2011) and a permutational multivariate132

analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) on RP-HPLC profiles, using the adonis function133

from the vegan package in R (Oksanen et al., 2013).134

2.3 Transcriptome sequencing135

Venom-gland RNA extraction was performed as previously described (Rokyta and Ward,136

2017; Ward et al., 2018b; Ward and Rokyta, 2018). First, 100 µL of RNAlater containing137

the venom-gland tissue was mixed with 500 µL of TriZol (Invitrogen) and homogenized138

with a sterile 20 gauge needle and syringe. An additional 500 µL of TriZol was added139

along with 20% choloroform before transferring the tissue mixture to 5Prime phase lock140

heavy gel tubes. The gel tubes filled with tissue mixture were then centrifuged before141

adding isopropyl alcohol to isolate the RNA. RNA pellets were washed with 75% ethanol,142

and purified RNA was washed with 70% ethanol before performing a Qubit RNA quan-143

tification (Thermo Fisher Scientific). An RNA quality check was then performed using144

the RNA 6000 Pico Bioanalyzer Kit (Agilent Technologies) according to manufacturer’s145

instructions. RNA Integrity Numbers (RIN) are difficult to evaluate in invertebrates146

because the 18S and 28S rRNA fragments often co-migrate (Paszkiewicz et al., 2014).147

Therefore, RNA quality was evaluated by the existence and abundance of a double peak,148

corresponding to the vertebrate 18S rRNA peak.149

The mRNA was then isolated from approximately 112 ng and 115 ng of total RNA150

from C0150 and C0162, respectively, using the NEBNext Poly(A) mRNA Magnetic Iso-151

lation Module (New England Biolabs), according to manufacturer’s instructions. mRNA152

was fragmented for 15.5 minutes to generate fragment sizes of approximately 370 nu-153

cleotides. Isolated mRNA was used to prepare cDNA libraries using the NEBNext Ultra154

RNA Library Prep Kit with the High-Fidelity 2X Hot Start PCR Master Mix and Mul-155

tiplex Oligos for Illumina (New England Biolabs), and Agencourt AMPure XP PCR156

Purification Beads were utilized to for cDNA purification. A High Sensitivity DNA Bio-157

analyzer Kit (Agilent Technologies) was used to quality check purified cDNA libraries,158

according to manufacturer’s instructions. Total cDNA yield for C0150 and C0162 were,159

920 ng and 169 ng with an average fragment size of 318 and 417 bp, respectively.160
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Amplifiable concentrations for each sample were determined with KAPA PCR per-161

formed by the Florida State University Molecular Cloning Facility, resulting in 730.68162

nM and 81.37 nM concentrations for individual C0150 and C0162, respectively. To max-163

imize sequencing space, samples were diluted to ∼5 nM and pooled with additional 5164

nM cDNA libraries from other species for sequencing on the same lane. The pooled165

cDNA library was quality checked with a High Sensitivity DNA Bioanalyzer Kit (Agi-166

lent Technologies), and the amplifiable concentration was confirmed with an additional167

round of KAPA PCR. Sequencing was performed by the Florida State University College168

of Medicine Translational Laboratory utilizing an Illumina HiSeq 2500.169

2.4 Proteomics170

Proteomic analyses were completed as previously described (Rokyta and Ward, 2017;171

Ward et al., 2018b; Ward and Rokyta, 2018). First, a Qubit Protein Assay Kit was172

used to quantify venom protein samples. Then, approximately 5 µg of whole venom was173

digested with the Calbiochem ProteoExtract All-in-One Trypsin Digestion Kit (Merch,174

Darmstadt, Germany), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Digested venom pro-175

teins were then dried with a SpeedVac.176

LC-MS/MS was performed by the Florida State University College of Medicine Trans-177

lational lab as previously described (Rokyta and Ward, 2017; Ward and Rokyta, 2018).178

Briefly, digested venom protein was resuspended in 0.1% formic acid to a final concentra-179

tion of 250 ng/µL. Three highly-purified recombinant Escherichia coli proteins (Abcam)180

of known concentration were mixed in specific proportions before digestion to yield fi-181

nal desired concentrations of 2,500 fmol of P31697 (Chaperone protein FimC), 250 fmol182

of P31658 (Protein deglycase 1), and 25 fmol of P00811 (Beta-lactamase ampC) per183

injection. The digested E. coli protein mix was infused into venom samples prior to LC-184

MS/MS injection. Approximately 2 µL of each sample was injected into an externally185

calibrated Thermo Q Exactive HF (high-resolution electrospray tandem mass spectrom-186

eter) in conjunction with the Dionex UltiMate3000 RSLCnano System to perform the187

LC-MS/MS analysis. Starting with LC, all samples were aspirated into a 50 µL loop and188

loaded onto the trap column (Thermo µ-Precolumn 5 mm, with nanoViper tubing 30189

µm i.d.×10 cm), with a flow rate of 300 nL/min for separation on the analytical column190

(Acclaim pepmap RSLC 75 µMx 15 cm nanoviper). A 60 minute linear gradient from191

3% to 45% B was implemented using mobile phases A (99.9% H2O (EMD Omni Sol-192

vent) and 0.1% formic acid) and B (99.9% ACN and 0.1% formic acid). The LC eluent193

was nanosprayed into a Q Exactive HF mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific), which194

was operated in a data-dependent mode under direct control of the Thermo Excalibur195

3.1.66 (Thermo Scientific) throughout chromatographic separation. A data-dependent196

top-20 method was utilized for the acquisition of MS data, selecting the most abundant,197

not-yet-sequenced precursor ions from the survey scans (350–1700 m/z). Sequencing was198

performed with higher energy collisional dissociation fragmentation using a target value199

of 105 ions determined with predictive automatic gain control.200
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Full scans (350–1700 m/z) were executed at 60,000 resolution in profile mode and MS2201

were acquired in centroid mode at 15,000 resolution, as previously described (Rokyta and202

Ward, 2017; Ward et al., 2018b; Ward and Rokyta, 2018). A dynamic exclusion window203

of approximately 15 seconds was used and ions with either a single charge, a charge of204

more than seven, or an unassigned charge were excluded. Measurements were recorded205

at room temperature with each sample being run and measured in triplicate to promote206

lable-free quantification and account for machine-related variability between samples.207

Resulting raw files were searched with Proteome Discoverer 1.4 using SequestHT as the208

search engine, custom-generated FASTA databases, and percolator to validate peptides.209

SequestHT search parameters were as follows: enzyme name = Trypsin, maximummissed210

cleavage = 2, minimum peptide length = 6, maximum peptide length = 144, maximum211

delta Cn = 0.05, precursor mass tolerance = 10 ppm, fragment mass tolerance = 0.2212

Da, dynamic modifications, carbamidomethyl +57.021 Da(C) and oxidation +15.995213

Da(M). Scaffold (version 4.3.4, Proteome Software Inc., Portland, OR, USA) software214

was used to validate protein and peptide identities. Peptide identities were accepted215

based on a 1.0% false discovery rate (FDR) using the Scaffold Local FDR algorithm and216

protein identities were accepted with an FDR of 1.0% and a minimum of one recognized217

peptide. Proteomic abundance estimates for each individual (C0150 and C0162) were218

calculated as previously described by Rokyta and Ward (2017) and Ward and Rokyta219

(2018). Conversion factors were used to convert normalized spectral counts for each220

venom protein in all replicates to a concentration value. Final concentrations of each221

sample were averaged across the three replicates for individuals C0150 and C0162.222

Replicate LC-MS/MS confirmation analyses for the three additional male (C0537,223

C0555, C0556) and three female (C0468, C0539, C0553) H. marginata venom samples224

were completed after transcriptome assembly and proteomic annotation of the initial225

male and female individuals. Approximately 5 µg of whole venom was subject to an226

in-solution tryspin digestion. In brief, 30 µl of 10 mM DTT was added to each sample.227

After 10 minutes, the samples were incubated for 60 minutes at 60◦C. Next, 30 µl of 50228

mM Iodoacetoamide was added to the solution and the samples were incubated at room229

temperature for 30 minutes before adding 150 µl of 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate. A230

0.5 µg trypsin aliquot was then added to each sample to commence digestion. After 18231

hours, digestion was terminated using a 1% TFA (in water) solution. Digested venom232

proteins were then dried with a SpeedVac. LC-MS/MS analysis was done as at the233

Florida State University College of Medicine Translation Lab as previously described.234

The resulting raw files were searched with Proteome Discover 2.2 using the consensus235

transcriptome generated from individuals C0150 and C0162.236

2.5 Transcriptome assembly and analysis237

Transcriptome assembly and analysis was performed as previously described (Rokyta238

and Ward, 2017; Ward et al., 2018b; Ward and Rokyta, 2018). Illumina quality filtering239

was implemented on the transcriptome sequencing data to generate filtered read-pairs240
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for both individuals. Since we performed 150 paired-end sequencing with a target in-241

sert size of 250 nucleotides, we expected most read-pairs to exhibit significant 3’ overlap242

and therefore used PEAR version 0.9.6 (Zhang et al., 2014) to merge reads for further243

analyses. DNAStar NGen version 12.3.1 with 10 million merged reads and default tran-244

scriptome assembly settings was used to generate our primary transcriptome assembly,245

and only contigs with at least 200 reads were retained. Because we did not expect to246

find many known homologs of toxins for this species in public databases, multiple search247

methods were used to identify and annotate proteins in the transcriptome.248

Of these methods, two used the whole-venom mass-spectrometry results and the249

generated protein databases by applying TransDecoder version 2.0.1 (Haas and Papani-250

colaou, 2016) to the assembled transcriptomes. First a database was generated using the251

TransDecoder-predicted protein sequences with a minimum length of 50 and the mass-252

spectrometry results were searched against this database. The results were then filtered253

using Scaffold Viewer version 4.6.0. To accommodate for possible short proteins in the254

venom, protein and peptide false-discovery rates were set to 1.0%, and the minimum255

number of peptides was set to one. For the second strategy, we wanted to ensure that256

small peptides were not missed by the TransDecoder predictions, so we created an addi-257

tional database using all possible protein or peptide sequences of at least 50 amino-acids258

from each of the six potential reading frames. Results were then filtered in Scaffold, and259

contigs annotated from the previous strategy were removed. Our third method aimed to260

identify proteins from the transcriptome that displayed homology to known toxins. For261

this strategy, we peformed a BLASTX (version 2.2.30+) search of our transcripts gen-262

erated by NGen against the UniProt animal toxins database (downloaded on November263

16, 2015) and annotated full-length putative toxins which showed a match with at least264

80% of a known toxin’s length. Next, we used a fourth strategy in which we executed a265

BLASTX search of the transcripts generated by NGen against the National Center for266

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) non-redundant (nr) protein database (downloaded on267

November 13, 2015) to create a general database of all of the toxin and nontoxin tran-268

scripts expressed in the venom-glands. We only accepted transcripts with at least 500269

reads that matched to at least 95% of the length of a known protein. Finally, for our fifth270

method, we utilized Extender (Rokyta et al., 2012) to perform a transcriptome assembly271

from 1,000 random reads to confirm that no high-abundance transcripts were excluded.272

We only accepted reads with phred qualities of ≥30 at all positions that had an exact273

match of 120 nucleotides for extension. A BLASTX search with the resulting contigs was274

performed against the UniProt animal toxins database. A final consensus transcriptome275

was created for this first set of annotated sequences by combining transcripts by indi-276

vidual through clustering based on coding sequences with cd-hit-est version 4.6 (Li and277

Godzik, 2006) and a sequence identity threshold of 1.0. Then, to screen for chimeras, we278

aligned the merged reads against the resulting combined set with bwa version 0.7.12 (Li,279

2013), and allowed only reads without mismatches relative to the reference. We checked280

the resulting alignments for regions with no coverage or multimodal coverage distribu-281

tions. Because we sequenced H. marginata RNA-seq libraries in conjuction with libraries282
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from other species, we checked for cross-contamination between samples by aligning the283

PEAR-merged reads of each of the other sequenced samples against our transcript set284

for each individual with bwa version 0.7.12 (Li, 2013), retaining mapped reads with less285

than four mismatches. We removed transcripts as contaminants if they showed >100×286

higher coverage for a different library relative to the highest-coverage of comparable H.287

marginata library, had read coverage over the whole coding sequence, and had an absence288

of homozygous variants relative to the consensus sequence.289

As proteomically confirmed centipede venom proteins are scarce in public databases,290

we included proteomic-driven annotation for six different transcriptome assemblies per291

individual. First, we processed the raw reads. Then, we screened for and removed any292

sample cross-leakage attributable to the demuliplexing step by comparing the k-mer293

distributions for each H. marginata sample against each of the other samples that were294

sequenced in the same lane. We generated 57-mer distributions with jellyfish version295

2.2.6 (Marçais and Kingsford, 2011) and identified 57-mers which had a 500× higher296

abundance in a different sample compared to the sample of interest. Reads for the297

sample of interest were excluded if ≥25% of their length included these 57-mers. Next,298

we performed adaptor and quality trimming with Trim Galore! (Krueger, 2015). We299

used a quality threshold with a phred of 5, and excluded any trimmed reads that were300

fewer than 75 nucleotides. The reads were then merged with PEAR version 0.9.10 (Zhang301

et al., 2014) using default settings. For our first transcriptome assembly method, we used302

Extender (Rokyta et al., 2012) with 1,000 random seeds with a minimum phred of 30,303

an overlap of 120 nucleotides, 20 replicates, and used only the merged reads that had a304

minimum phred of 20. We then ran BinPacker version 1.0 (Liu et al., 2016) with a k-mer305

size of 31, used merged and unmerged reads, and considered all reads as unpaired. We306

also ran Trinity version 2.4.0 (Grabherr et al., 2011) with a k-mer size of 31 using both307

merged and unmerged reads, and considered all reads as unpaired. Next, using both308

merged and umerged reads, we ran SOAPdenovo-trans version 1.03 (Xie et al., 2014)309

with a k-mer size of 127 but considered unmerged reads as paired. We then ran SeqMan310

NGen version 14.0 with both merged and unmerged reads, and considered all of the311

reads unpaired. Finally, we ran rnaSPAdes version 3.10.1 (Bankevich et al., 2012) with312

k = 127, and used both merged and unmerged reads with unmerged reads considered313

as paired. We used the getorf function from EMBOSS version 6.6.0.0 (Rice et al., 2000)314

for each assembly using a nucleotide minimum size of 90 and extracted the amino-acid315

sequences of open reading frames, keeping only those with stop and start codons. To316

remove exact duplicates within assemblies, we clustered the output of each assembly with317

cd-hit version 4.6 (Li and Godzik, 2006) setting the sequence identity threshold to 1.0. We318

then used each generated data set as a database to search our LC/MS/MS results against319

(see above). With this second set of proteomic-based identifications we then worked to320

create our final consensus transcriptome. First, we combined each set of putative toxins321

individually by clustering based on coding sequences with cd-hit-est version 4.6 (Li and322

Godzik, 2006) and a sequence identity threshold equal to 1.0. To screen for chimeras we323

aligned the merged reads against the combined set using bwa version 0.7.12 (Li, 2013),324
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including exact matches only. Resulting alignments were checked for regions with no325

coverage or multimodal coverage distributions. We then combined across individuals326

using cd-hit-est with a sequence identity threshold of 0.98.327

We combined the transcripts for each individual from the first and second (MS-based328

approach) annotation approaches using cd-hit-est and a sequence identity threshold equal329

to 0.98 to generate our final consensus transcriptome. We estimated transcript abun-330

dances from bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) version 2.3.0 alignments against331

coding sequences of the final transcriptome, using RSEM (Li et al., 2011) version 1.2.31.332

We based alignments on all merged reads for each individual. We then used the centered333

logratio transformation (Aitchison, 1986) on our transcriptome and proteome abundances334

as described by Rokyta et al. (2015a). We verified the presence of signal peptides with335

SignalP version 4.1 under default settings (Petersen et al., 2011).336

2.6 Data availability337

Raw transcriptome reads have been submitted to the National Center for Biotechnol-338

ogy Information (NCBI) Sequence Read Archive (SRA) using the BioProject number339

PRJNA340270 with BioSamples SAMN10423645 (C0150) and SAMN10423646 (C0162),340

and SRA accession numbers SRR8188013 and SRR8188014 (C0150) and SRR8188011341

and SRR8188012 (C0162). Data from the mass spectrometry proteomics analyses were342

deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium using the PRIDE (Vizcaíno et al., 2016)343

partner repository and PXD011712 as the dataset identifier. All the assembled tran-344

scripts were submitted to the NCBI Transcriptome Shotgun Assembly (TSA) database.345

Data from this TSA project were deposited at DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank using the ac-346

cession number GHBY00000000. The version detailed in this paper represents the first347

version, GHBY01000000.348

3 Results and Discussion349

3.1 Sex-based variation in H. marginata venom composition350

To assess sex-based variation in H. marginata venom composition, we performed RP-351

HPLC analyses on the venom of our two transcriptome individuals and an additional352

four males and 14 females collected from the Apalachicola National Forest. Although353

all centipedes were collected using the same methods, we observed a female collecting354

bias, which may be the result of intersexual differences in behavior or habitat preference.355

Approximately 14 distinct peak clusters between 20 and 120 minutes were observed356

on the RP-HPLC profiles (Figure 2). We observed intrasexual variation in RP-HPLC357

peak abundance and found a significant difference in venom composition between the358

two sexes (PERMANOVA, p < 0.001). Using a variance matrix we determined that359

the most variable peaks were peaks 2, 10, 11, 12, and 14, which contributed 10.9%,360

8.7%, 14.3%, 13.2%, and 20.8% of the variation in venom, respectively. Furthermore,361
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our PCA analysis showed a distinct separation between male and female H. marginata362

venom composition, with the two most variable principle components accounting for363

approximately 67% of this variation (Figure 3). As in the variance matrix, the most364

variable peaks in this analysis included peaks 2, 11, 12, and 14, however, peak 7 instead365

of peak 10 was the fifth most variable peak. Peaks 2, 10, 12, and 14 were observed at a366

higher relative abundance in the male venom, while peaks 7 and 11 displayed a higher367

relative abundance in the female venom (Figure 2). Peaks 2, 7, 10, 11, 12, and 14 were368

eluted at approximately 32, 58, 76, 81, 87, and 103 minutes, respectively (Figure 2).369

3.2 The genetic basis for H. marginata venom370

To characterize venom expression differences between male and female H. marginata, we371

performed a venom-gland transcriptomic and venom proteomic analysis on one female372

(C0150) and one male (C0162) H. marginata. For the female individual, we gener-373

ated 14,825,899 raw read pairs after Illumina quality filtering, 12,645,139 of which were374

merged. We assembled ten million merged reads into a primary female transcriptome375

of 3,848 contigs using NGen. During our mass spectrometry directed analysis, we an-376

notated 36 unique coding sequences with TransDecoder using all possible open reading377

frames (ORFs). Using BLASTX hits against the Uniprot toxins database we annotated378

50 unique coding sequences. We also annotated 177 unique coding sequences using the379

BLASTX hits against the NCBI protein database. With the Extender assembly, we an-380

notated an additional seven unique coding sequences by completing a BLASTX search381

of the UniProt animal toxins database. Removing chimeras and duplicates, we are able382

to identify a combined total of 498 unique coding sequences for the female individual.383

For the male individual, we generated 19,285,984 raw read pairs after Illumina quality384

filtering. Of these raw read pairs, 15,538,169 were merged. We then used Ngen to assem-385

ble ten million merged reads into our primary male transcriptome of 4118 contigs. For386

our mass spectrometry directed analysis, we annotated 39 unique coding sequences with387

TransDecoder using all possible ORFs. We then annotated 61 unique coding sequences388

using BLASTX hits against the UniProt toxins database. After removing duplicates,389

we annotated 203 unique coding sequences using BLASTX hits against the NCBI nr390

database. With the Extender assembly, we annotated an additional five unique coding391

sequences by executing a BLASTX search of the UniProt animal toxins database. With392

chimeras and duplicates removed, we identified a combined total of 512 unique coding393

sequences for the male individual.394

Our multiple assembly approach resulted in six proteomic driven annotated assem-395

blies per individual. As described above, we processed, filtered, and merged raw reads for396

each of the six assemblies. For Extender, we annotated only the merged reads, resulting397

in 20 unique coding sequences for the female and 30 unique coding sequences for the398

male. Using both merged and unmerged reads (with all reads treated as unpaired) for399

the BinPacker, SeqMan NGen, and Trinity assemblies, we annotated 36 (C0150) and 33400

(C0162), 43 (C0150) and 30 (C0162), and 36 (C0150) and 37 (C0162) unique coding se-401
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quences. Using merged and unmerged reads, with the unmerged reads treated as paired,402

we annotated 32 (C0150) and 29 (C0162) unique coding sequences using rnaSPAdes, and403

18 (C0150) and 16 (C0162) unique coding sequences using SOAPdenovo-trans. From our404

six different assemblies, our proteomic-driven annotation resulted in a total of 65 and 57405

unique coding sequences for the female and male individuals, respectively.406

We combined our annotated transcripts from each individual using both our primary407

and proteomic-driven annotation strategies. After removing duplicates, we produced a408

final consensus transcriptome of 764 unique protein-coding transcripts. We used this409

final consensus transcriptome for the subsequent transcript-abundance estimates and410

LC-MS/MS analyses for each individual H. marginata. We divided transcripts into two411

classes: toxins and nontoxins. A protein that was proteomically confirmed in the venom412

of one or both individuals, and thus had a high likelihood of translating into a protein413

with toxic function, was classified as a toxin. Nontoxin transcripts, however, were clas-414

sified as proteins that were not detected in the venom proteome of either individual.415

Although some nontoxins shared homology with toxin-like transcripts from other cen-416

tipedes in the UniProt animal toxins database, these were not classified as toxins in our417

analysis because we did not detect them in the venom proteome. Small peptides, for ex-418

ample, might not have been detected due to the extensive proteolytic processing required419

for the development of their mature peptides (Rokyta and Ward, 2017). We identified420

47 toxin transcripts that were found in the venom proteome of at least one of the two421

H. marginata individuals (Table 1), which accounted for approximately 216,915.04 and422

389,013.66 transcripts per million (TPM) of the mapped reads in the female and male423

individual, respectively. The nontoxin transcripts, of which 717 were identified, made up424

783,084.96 TPM and 610,986.43 TPM of the total mapped reads in the male and female,425

respectively. These nontoxins, although likely to encode proteins that regulate essential426

cellular function and the production of proteins, are unlikely to encode for proteins with427

high toxicities.428

3.3 Transcript and protein abundances across individuals429

A comparison of venom-gland transcript abundance for nontoxins showed a strong corre-430

lation between individuals (Spearman’s rank correlation ρ = 0.82, Pearson’s rank corre-431

lation coefficient R = 0.77, and R2 = 0.60; Figure 4). Transcript abundances for toxin-432

encoding proteins did not show a correlation (Spearman’s rank correlation ρ = 0.05,433

Pearson’s rank correlation coefficient R = −0.14, and R2 = 0.02; Figure 4). Of these434

toxin-encoding proteins, we observed five outliers including four γ-glutamyl transferases435

(GGT-1–GGT-4) and one scoloptoxin (SLPTX15-1), all of which will be discussed in436

the following sections. A toxin-encoding protein was deemed an outlier if it lied outside437

the 99th percentile of differences between the two toxin measures. Although four of the438

five outliers (GGT-1–GGT-4) were only identified in the venom and venom-gland tran-439

scriptome of the female, SLPTX15-1 was found in the venom of both individuals, but440

was not detected in the transcriptome of the male (Figure 4; Table 1). To account for441
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these presence/absence differences, we performed an additional comparison with outliers442

excluded. In this comparison, we observed a weak positive correlation in toxin tran-443

script abundance across individuals (Spearman’s rank correlation ρ = 0.26, Pearson’s444

rank correlation coefficient R = 0.34, and R2 = 0.12), indicating that differences in445

toxin transcript abundances between the two individuals could be influenced, but not446

completely explained, by these presence/absence differences.447

A venom proteomic comparison between the two H. marginata individuals did not448

show a strong correlation (Spearman’s rank correlation ρ = 0.43, Pearson’s rank corre-449

lation coefficient R = 0.37, and R2 = 0.14; Figure 5). Of the 47 proteomically confirmed450

toxins, 17 were expressed in both individuals (Figure 5). Of the 30 toxins not observed451

in the venom proteome of both individuals, 11 of these were only detected in the female452

and 19 were only detected in the male (Table 2). Overall, male and female H. marginata453

displayed substantial proteomic expression differences as predicted from our RP-HPLC454

analyses.455

3.4 Cysteine-rich secretory proteins (CRISPs), antigen 5 (Ag5),456

and pathogenesis-related 1 (Pr-1) proteins457

CAP proteins have been been recruited into the venom of a variety of different animal458

species, including snakes, the platypus, and sea anemones, (Peichoto et al., 2009; Wong459

et al., 2012; Moran et al., 2013) and have been described as one of the most abundant460

protein families in Scolopendrid venoms (Liu et al., 2012; Undheim et al., 2014). Phy-461

logenetic analyses have separated centipede CAP proteins (CAPs) into three distinct462

classes (CAP1, CAP2, and CAP3) resulting from separate recruitment events (Undheim463

et al., 2014). Although CAP proteins made up only 18.8% and 2.1% of the transcrip-464

tional output for the female and male, respectively, they represented 43.0% and 14.3% of465

the respective venom proteomes (Figure 6). However, after analyzing our male and fe-466

male H. marginata replicate LC-MS/MS confirmation analyses, we did not observe any467

significant sex-based difference in CAP proteomic abundances (p > 0.05), suggesting468

that the observed differences may have been the result of between-individual variation.469

We identified seven members of the CAP2 class and one CAP3 in the venom of470

H. marginata (Table 1). CAP2s are the most dominant CAP proteins in scolopendrid471

venoms and have been described as having voltage-gated calcium channel and trypsin472

inhibitor activities (Undheim et al., 2014, 2015). All of the CAP2 proteins identified in473

the venom of H. marginata contained signal peptides of 15–27 amino acids, 5–7 cysteine474

residues and had molecular weights ranging between 20.3–22.2 kDA. Each CAP2s in H.475

marginata venom, except CAP2-6, shared sequence identity with a CAP2 from Cormo-476

cephalus westwoodi (Undheim et al., 2014). CAP2-6 shared 50% sequence identity with477

a CAP2 from Scolopendra morsitans (Undheim et al., 2014).478

CAP3 toxins have only been reported from S. mortisans venom, and the function479

of this protein has yet to be characterized (Undheim et al., 2014, 2015). We identified480

one CAP3 that showed 59% sequence similarity to a CAP3 from S. morsitans (Undheim481
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et al., 2014), but this CAP was only observed in the male venom (Table 1). CAP3-1482

contained a 17 amino acid long signal peptide, 36 cysteine residues, and had a molecular483

weight of 57.4 kDa. As CAP3-1 has a large molecular weight, it is likely that it con-484

tributed to the abundance differences seen in peaks 10, 12, or 14. However, CAP3-1 only485

made up 1.4% of the male venom proteomic output, making it unlikely that it plays a486

major role in overall venom function.487

3.5 γ-glutamyl transferases488

Members of the γ-glutamyl transferase (GGT) protein family represent a widespread489

group of enzymes found in organisms ranging from bacteria to plants and animals (Whit-490

field, 2001). GGTs play an important role in the detoxification of foreign compounds,491

the maintenance of intracellular homeostasis, and the transport of amino acids (Courtay492

et al., 1992; Whitfield, 2001). GGTs are frequently reported from centipede venoms (Liu493

et al., 2012; Undheim et al., 2014), and GGTs from the venom of Scolopendra subspinipes494

dehaani have been shown to promote human platelet aggregation and the hemolysis of495

mice and rabbit red blood cells. (Liu et al., 2012). We identified four transcripts encod-496

ing for GGTs in the venom of the female H. marginata, but did not identify any GGTs497

in the venom-gland transcriptome or venom proteome of the male (Table 1, Table 2).498

Our replicate LC-MS/MS confirmation analyses revealed the presence of GGTs in male499

H. marginata venom (Table 6), but we detected a significantly lower GGT proteomic500

abundance in male venom (p < 0.01). All of the GGTs in H. marginata venom showed501

74–75% sequence identity to a GGT from the venom of C. westwoodi (Undheim et al.,502

2014). Each GGT described here contained a signal peptide of 20 amino acids in length,503

four cysteine residues, and a had molecular weight ranging from 60.3–60.4 kDa.504

GGTs made up 14.1% and 42.5% of the total toxin transcriptome and venom proteome505

outputs for the female venom, respectively (Figure 6). Due to their prevalent expres-506

sion in only the female venom and large molecular weight, it is likely that the GGTs507

contribute to the high relative abundance observed in peak 11 (Figure 2). Furthermore,508

since these proteins make up a large portion of the proteomic output, they likely make509

a significant contribution to female venom function. Although GGTs from centipede510

venoms have shown hemolytic activity on mammalian red blood cells (Liu et al., 2012),511

this likely does not represent the primary function of GGTs in H. marginata venom as512

H. marginata’s small body size presumably restricts it from consuming larger vertebrate513

prey. Female centipedes, including H. marginata, often provide extensive parental care514

in which the maternal individual will wrap her body around the brood until the offspring515

have completed their first molt (Cupul-Magaña et al., 2018). Although this behavior is516

essential to increasing survival in offspring, it is not known what role, if any, venom may517

play in maternal care. In the invasive garden ant, Lasius neglectus, adult workers secrete518

venom onto the brood while grooming to provide a chemical defense against fungal in-519

fections (Tragust et al., 2013). Female H. marginata could be using a similar grooming520

technique during maternal care, but further experiments aimed at understanding cen-521
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tipede grooming and the antimicrobial properties of GGTs from centipede venom would522

be needed to confirm this function. Previously, GGTs have also been identified in the523

parasitoid wasp, Aphidius ervi, where they induce apoptosis in aphid host ovaries (Fal-524

abella et al., 2007). Falabella et al. (2007) suggested that GGTs in A. ervi may alter525

glutathione metabolism, resulting in increased levels of oxidative stress in prey. The526

GGTs observed in H. marginata venom may serve a similar function aimed at disrupting527

prey homeostasis. However, because H. marginata lacks distinct sexual dimorphism in528

size and appearance and information regarding its feeding ecology and behavior is scarce,529

the exact role that GGTs play in female venom is unclear. Furthermore, Falabella et al.530

(2007) observed that the GGT found in A. ervi was transcribed at higher levels in fe-531

males than males, which follows the pattern seen in H. marginata GGT expression. Thus,532

the differential expression of GGTs in the female H. marginata transcriptome and venom533

proteome are likely the result of sex-based differences in transcriptional and translational534

regulatory mechanisms.535

3.6 Scoloptoxins536

Although ion channel-modulating toxins have been well characterized from a variety of537

venomous species (Kalia et al., 2015), ion channel modulators have only recently been de-538

scribed in centipede venoms (Yang et al., 2012). Scoloptoxins (SLPTXs), represented by539

31 distinct families, are one of the more diverse and abundant toxin classes in centipede540

venoms (Undheim et al., 2014; Smith and Undheim, 2018). These toxins, consisting of541

3–18 cysteine residues and molecular weights ranging from 3–24 kDa, act primarily as542

modulators of calcium, potassium, and sodium channels (Yang et al., 2012; Undheim543

et al., 2014; Smith and Undheim, 2018). We identified toxins from five SLPTX families544

(SLTPX4, SLPTX10, SLPTX11, SLPTX15, SLPTX16) in the venom-gland transcrip-545

tome and venom proteome of H. marginata (Table 1).546

We identified two members of the SLPTX4 family (Table 1) in the venom of H.547

marginata, although these proteins were only proteomically confirmed in the male venom.548

Toxins in the SLPTX4 family have been shown to act as inhibitors of voltage gated549

potassium channels (Undheim et al., 2015). Both SLPTX4 toxins identified had four550

cysteine residues and contained signal peptides of 17 (SLPTX4-1) and 25 (SLPTX4-3)551

amino acids. SLPTX4-1 shared approximately 56% sequence identity with a SLPTX4552

reported from Ethmostigmus rubripes, (Undheim et al., 2014) and SLPTX4-3 shared 34%553

sequence identity with a SLPTX4 found in S. subspinipes (Smith and Undheim, 2018).554

Members of the SLPTX10 family are characterized as potassium and sodium channel555

inhibitors (Liu et al., 2012; Undheim et al., 2014, 2015). We identified four members556

of the SLPTX10 family (Table 1), each of which had six cysteine residues and a signal557

peptide of 22–24 amino acids in length. Three of these proteins (SLPTX10-1, SLPTX10-558

2, and SLPTX10-3) shared sequence identity with toxins from C. westwoodi (Undheim559

et al., 2014), and one (SLPTX10-5) shared 51% sequence similarity to U-SLPTX10-Sm2b560

from S. morsitans (Undheim et al., 2014) and had a molecular weight of 8.6 kDa.561
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The SLPTX11 family, which range in size from 6.7–25.6 kDa and contain 6–19 cys-562

teine residues have been described as having potassium channel inhibiting and anticoag-563

ulant activity (Liu et al., 2012; Undheim et al., 2014). We identified five members of the564

SLPTX11 family (Table 1) in H. marginata venom, which all contained 16–17 cysteine565

residues, a signal peptide of 18–22 amino acids long, and had molecular weights ranging566

from 21.6–25.1 kDa. Although we identified SLPTX11 expression in the transcriptome567

of both individuals, SLPTX11s were only present in the venom proteome of the male568

individual. SLPTX11-3 showed 27% sequence similarity to an SLPTX11 from S. morsi-569

tans (Undheim et al., 2014). SLPTX11-5, SLPTX11-6, SLPTX11-9, and SLPTX11-10570

all shared sequence identity to a protein detected in S. subspinipes (Smith and Undheim,571

2018).572

Toxins in the SLPTX15 family have been characterized as calcium, potassium, and573

sodium channel antagonists (Liu et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2018). We identified two574

members of the SLPTX15 family in the venom proteome of H. marginata (Table 1).575

SLPTX15s contained a signal peptide of 23 amino acids, four cysteine residues, and had576

molecular weights ranging from 5.7–6.1 kDa. SLPTX15-1 shared 61% sequence identity577

to an SLPTX15 from C. westwoodi (Undheim et al., 2014). SLPTX15-3 had 49% se-578

quence similarity to a toxin identified from S. s. dehaani (Unpublished data, Rehm et579

al.)580

We identified only one member of the SLPTX16 family (Table 1) in the venom of H.581

marginata, which was identified in the male venom, but absent from the female venom582

(Table 2). Members of the SLPTX16 family typically contain 3–9 cysteine residues,583

and range in size from 7.4–13.6 kDa (Undheim et al., 2015). However, the function of584

toxins within this family has yet to be characterized. With a signal peptide of 25 amino585

acids, eight cysteine residues, and a molecular weight of 10.2 kDa, SLPTX16-1 has the586

characteristics expected from a member of the SLPTX16 family. SLPTX16-1 showed587

approximately 74% sequence similarity to a toxin from E. rubripes (Undheim et al.,588

2014).589

Overall, SLPTXs contributed 37.1% and 20.0% of the total toxin transcriptional590

output and 4.3% and 26.1% of the proteomic output for the female and male, respectively591

(Figure 6). Our replicate LC-MS/MS confirmation analyses also revealed a significantly592

higher expression of SLPTXs in the male venom (p = 0.013). As SLPTXs displayed a593

high abundance in male venom, these proteins likely play a major role in venom function.594

This difference may, in part, be explained by intersexual differences in behavior. For595

example, in some species of centipedes, males and females show spatial segregation,596

potentially the result of territoriality or cannabalism of males by females (Dugon and597

Arthur, 2012). Furthermore, some species of scorpion exhibit significant differences in598

behavior between males and females (Booncham et al., 2007; Carlson and Rowe, 2009;599

Carlson et al., 2014), with males having higher rates of dispersal as they search for600

mates. As the male scorpions are more mobile, they likely experience different selective601

pressures compared to their female conspecifics (e.g. increased predator exposure, male-602

male competition).603
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3.7 Other toxins604

We identified two neprilysins, or metallo-endopeptidases, in the venom of H.605

marginata (Neprilysin-1 and Neprilysin-12), both of which contained an M13 peptidase606

domain. These toxins made up less than a percent of the toxin transcriptional output607

in both individuals and were only identified in the venom proteome of the male (2.5%;608

Figure 6). Neprilysin-1 and Neprilysin-12 contained signal peptides of 29–31 amino acids609

long, 10–11 cysteine residues, and molecular weights of 79.3 and 80 kDa, respectively.610

Neprilysin-1 and Neprilysin-12 showed sequence similarity to toxins from S. subspinipes611

(Smith and Undheim, 2018). Due to their large molecular weight, Neprilysins could be612

contributing to the abundance differences seen in peaks 12 and 14. However, as these613

proteins make up a relatively small portion of the male proteome, they likely do not play614

a large role in overall venom function.615

Finally, we identified 18 proteins in H. marginata venom for which we were unable to616

provide a functional classification. Of these proteins, one contained a domain of unknown617

function (DUF3472-1). DUF3472-1 had an 18 amino acid signal peptide, a molecular618

weight of 46.3 kDa, and shared 46% with a DUF from E. rubripes (Undheim et al.,619

2014). DUF3472-1 was only identified in the female venom. We classified the remaining620

17 proteins as uncharacterized venom proteins (VPs), which made up 26.3% and 77.0%621

of the toxin transcriptional output and 8.0% and 57.0% of the proteomic output for622

the female and male, respectively. Our replicate LC-MS/MS confirmation analyses also623

revealed a significantly higher expression of VPs in the male venom compared to the624

female venom (p<0.01). Due to the high prevalence in the male venom as opposed to625

the female venom and intermediate to larger molecular weights, VPs likely contribute to626

the higher relative abundances seen in the male RP-HPLC venom profiles (e.g peaks 10,627

12, and 14) and play a major role in overall male venom function. Five of these proteins628

(VP-7, VP-12, VP-13, VP-16, and VP-18) did not match to any centipede proteins in the629

TSA database, each of which had a signal peptide of 18–26 amino acids, and a molecular630

weight of 6.6–40.7 kDa. VP-21 contained 19 amino acid long signal peptide, 4 cysteine631

residues, had a molecular weight of 18.2 kDa, and shared 34% sequence identity with an632

uncharacterized protein from S. s. dehaani found in the TSA database (Rehm et al.,633

2014). Of the remaining VPs, nine (VP-4, VP-5, VP-14, VP-15, VP-19, VP-20, VP-23,634

VP-24, VP-26) showed 29–43% sequence similarity with an undescribed protein from S.635

s dehaani found in the TSA database (Rehm et al., 2014) and two (VP-10 and VP-17)636

shared 40% sequence identity with a different, uncharacterized protein from S. s dehaani637

found in the TSA database (Rehm et al., 2014). VP-7 and VP-13 shared 91% sequence638

identity, while VP-4 and VP-23 shared 97% sequence identity. Finally, a group of VPs639

(VP-10, VP-17, VP-20, and VP-26) all shared at least 90% sequence identity.640

3.8 Transcript versus protein abundance estimates641

For our comparison of transcript versus protein abundance within individuals, we did642

not find strong correlations for either the male (Spearman’s rank correlation ρ = 0.23,643
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Pearson’s rank correlation coefficient R = 0.34, and R2 = 0.11; Figure 7) or the female644

(Spearman’s rank correlation ρ = −0.01, Pearson’s rank correlation coefficient R =645

−0.03, and R2 = 0; Figure 7). The CAP2 and GGT toxin classes demonstrated higher646

expression in the transcriptome relative to the venom proteome, whereas the SLPTX10647

toxin class showed the opposite phenomenon, displaying a higher protein than transcript648

expression (Figure 7). Expression differences between the transcriptome and venom649

proteome could be the result of mapping biases (Wang et al., 2009; Peng et al., 2012;650

Rokyta et al., 2012) or post-translational modifications (Rokyta et al., 2015b; Ward and651

Rokyta, 2018). Additionally, previous transcriptomic characterizations in scorpions and652

centipedes have shown similar discrepancies between protein and venom-gland mRNA653

expression (Nisani et al., 2012; Rokyta and Ward, 2017; Ward et al., 2018b; Ward and654

Rokyta, 2018). Asynchronous regeneration profiles have also been observed in the venom655

of centipedes (Cooper et al., 2014) and scorpions (Nisani et al., 2012; Carcamo-Noriega656

et al., 2019), suggesting temporal expression differences in the regeneration of different657

venom components. Furthermore, a distinct venom heterogeneity has been identified658

in some scorpion species (Inceoglu et al., 2003), where venom is often secreted as a659

continuum of differing composition, providing further evidence for potential differences660

in invertebrate venom regeneration profiles. Although it has been shown that a post661

extraction time of four days is optimal to achieve maximum transcription levels in snakes662

venom-glands (Rotenberg et al., 1971), this may not be the case for invertebrates such as663

scorpions and centipedes. Ward and Rokyta (2018) argued that these discrepancies could664

be alleviated by optimizing venom proteomic and venom-gland transcriptomic studies665

to include time sensitive transcriptomic and proteomic analyses. If there is a temporal666

expression discrepancy between venom transcript and protein expression, toxins with667

higher abundance in the transcriptome (e.g. SLPTXs) could be upregulated later in the668

venom regeneration process and toxins with higher abundance in the venom proteome669

(e.g. GGTs and CAPs) could be upregulated earlier.670

4 Conclusions671

Using RP-HPLC analyses, we observed a significant difference in venom composition672

between male and female H. marginata, representing the first case of sex-based variation673

in centipede venoms. To further characterize these venom expression differences, we per-674

formed a high-throughput venom proteomic and venom-gland transcriptomic analysis of675

the venom from one male and one female H. marginata. We identified a total of 47 pro-676

teomically confirmed toxins, including proteins commonly detected in centipede venoms677

(e.g. CAPs, GGTs, DUFS, SLPTXs). We also identified two neprilysins and 17 proteins678

that we could not provide a functional classification for (VPs). We found discrepancies679

between transcript and protein abundances similiar to those seen in previous invertebrate680

venom characterizations, reinforcing the need for time sensitive transcriptomic and pro-681

teomic analyses or further investigations into post-translational regulatory mechanisms.682

Of the toxins observed exclusively in the female venom (Table 2), only DUF3472-1 and683
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GGT-1–GGT-4 represent distinct protein classes not found in the male. Additionally, of684

the toxins detected in the venom proteome of just the male venom (Table 2), neprilysins685

represent proteins from distinct classes not detected in the female venom. However,686

CAP3-1, SLPTX4s, SLPTX11s, and SLPTX16-1 represent proteins from distinct families687

within their respective classes that were not identified proteomically in the female. These688

presence/absence differences most likely contributed to the differences seen in relative689

peak abundances between the two sexes, but mass spectrometry of fractionated venom690

components would be needed to confirm proteomic composition of individual peaks. As691

GGTs accounted for a large portion of the female venom (42.5%), but were either absent692

from or at a low abundance in the male venom, these proteins could function to induce693

oxidative stress in female H. marginata prey. This presence/absence difference could also694

partially be explained if venom is involved in the maternal care of H. marginata. The695

abundance of SLPTXs (26.1%) and VPs (57.0%) in the male venom suggest that these696

proteins likely play a major role in overall venom function. However, as H. marginata697

lacks distinct sexual dimorphism, it is unclear as to what ecological mechanisms regulate698

this intersexual variation. Further studies aimed at studying the behavioral ecology of699

centipedes and characterizing sexually dimorphic venom components may help elucidate700

the mechanisms underlying sex-based variation in centipede venoms.701
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Figure Legends920

Apalachicola National Forest

Figure 1. Range of H. marginata in the United States (shaded area) and our collection
locality in the Apalachicola National Forest in northern Florida. This map only shows
H. marginata’s range in the United States, although the range extends into Mexico. A
dorsal view of a representative adult H. marginata from northern Florida is shown on
the right. Males and females do not show sex-based differences in morphology and range
from 13–57mm in length.
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Figure 2. RP-HPLC profiles for male (C0162) and female (C0150) H. marginata tran-
scriptome individuals and two additional male (C0537 and C0556) and two additional
female (C0468 and C0539) individuals indicated approximately 14 distinct peak clusters
between 20–120 minutes. Peaks 2, 10, 11, 12, and 14 were responsible for 10.9%, 8.7%,
14.3%, 13.2%, and 20.8% of the variation in venom and were eluted at approximately
32, 76, 81, 87, and 103 minutes respectively.
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Figure 3. A principal component analysis of the RP-HPLC dataset revealed a separa-
tion between male (M) and female (F) individuals in the Apalachicola National Forest
population. Sexes are indicated by shape with the five peaks that exhibited the most
variation displayed. The scales on the top and right sides of the graph indicate axes for
the component loadings.
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Figure 4. A venom-gland nontoxin transcript abundance comparison between H.
marginata individuals (C0150; female, and C0162; male) showed strong agreement (A),
but the toxin transcript abundance comparison between individuals were not correlated
(B), indicating a difference in venom composition between males and females. Solid
lines represent a correlation coefficient of one, while the short dashed lines represent the
line of best fit. In the toxin transcript plot, labeled transcripts (GGT-1–GGT-4, and
SLPTX15-1) are outside the 99th percentile of differences (shaded region between long
dashed lines) between the two nontoxin measures. As such, they represent toxins with
unusually different expression levels relative to the nontoxins and are considered out-
liers. Abbreviations: clr—centered logratio transformation, n—number of transcripts,
ρ—Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, R—Pearson’s correlation coefficient, R2—
coefficient of determination, GGT—γ-glutamyl transferase, SLPTX—scoloptoxin.
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Figure 5. A venom proteomic comparison between an individual female (C0150) and
male (C0162) H. marginata showed weak agreement for proteins detected in both venom
proteomes. Table 2 shows the proteomic presence/absence differences between the two
individuals. The solid line represents a correlation coefficient of one, while the dashed
line reperesents the line of best fit. Abbreviations: clr—centered logratio transforma-
tion, n—number of proteins, ρ—Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, R—Pearson’s
correlation coefficient, R2—coefficient of determination, CAP—cysteine-rich secretory
protein, antigen 5, and pathogenesis-related 1 protein domains, SLPTX—scoloptoxin,
VP—uncharacterized venom protein.
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Figure 6. Pie graphs showing class level protein abundances between the two venom-
gland transcriptomes and venom proteomes (A), and for three additional male and female
proteomic replicates (B). We observed differences in class-level abundances between the
two venom-gland transcriptomes and two venom proteomes, but these class-level com-
parisons for each individual showed weak agreement between the transcriptome and
respective venom proteome. In both individuals, CAPs show a larger representation
in the venom proteomes than predicted by their respective abundances. Additionally,
SLPTXs displayed a greater abundance in the transcriptome compared to the respective
venom proteomes. GGTs in the venom proteome of the female showed a considerably
larger representation in the venom proteome than expected from transcript abundance.
In the female and male proteomic replicates, GGTs were more highly expressed in female
venoms and SLPTXs and VPs were more highly expressed in male venoms. Transcrip-
tome abundances were based on transcripts per million (TPM) and percentages refer
only to reads mapped to putative toxins (total toxin transcriptional output). Proteomic
abundances were expressed as molar percentages. Abbreviations: GGT—γ-glutamyl
transferase, CAP—cysteine-rich secretory protein, antigen 5, and pathogenesis-related 1
protein domains, SLPTX—scoloptoxin, VP—uncharacterized venom protein.
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Figure 7. Protein and transcript abundance levels did not show agreement in the fe-
male (A). However, a weak agreement in protein and transcript abundance levels was
observed in the male individual (B). Table 2 shows the proteomic presence/absence dif-
ferences between the two individuals. Solid lines represent a correlation coefficient of
one, while the dashed lines represent the line of best fit. Abbreviations: clr—centered
logratio transformation, n—number of proteins, ρ—Spearman’s rank correlation coef-
ficient, R—Pearson’s correlation coefficient, R2—coefficient of determination, CAP—
cysteine-rich secretory protein, antigen 5, and pathogenesis-related 1 protein domains,
SLPTX—scoloptoxin, VP—uncharacterized venom protein.
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Tables921

Table 1. Toxins identified in the venom-gland transcriptome and venom pro-
teome of H. marginata. (C0150; female, C0162; male)

Signal Precursor Cysteine MW C0150 C0162 C0150 C0162
Toxin peptide (aa) (aa) Residues (kDa) TPM TPM fmol fmol

CAP2-1 15 212 7 22.2 28,631.26 1,870.11 1,561.89 210.75
CAP2-2 23 212 6 21.0 2,288.89 450.76 923.15 –
CAP2-3 25 212 5 20.6 995.16 349.36 1,140.70 196.76
CAP2-4 24 211 6 20.7 1,633.87 228.80 656.43 –
CAP2-6 23 210 6 20.8 2,054.76 1,211.64 110.78 64.01
CAP2-7 23 212 6 20.8 1,701.66 395.53 1,255.79 226.65

CAP2-10 27 212 5 20.3 1,328.06 799.36 746.78 –
CAP3-1 17 520 36 57.4 2,064.69 2,831.44 – 72.65

DUF3472-1 18 434 1 46.3 7,192.02 362.09 314.76 –
GGT-1 20 572 4 60.3 14,371.58 – 2,055.47 –
GGT-2 20 573 4 60.4 7,107.46 – 1,810.27 –
GGT-3 20 572 4 60.4 926.41 0.11 455.60 –
GGT-4 20 573 4 60.3 8,257.11 – 1,999.01 –

Neprilysin-1 29 717 11 80.0 307.70 1,478.48 – 61.16
Neprilysin-12 31 710 10 79.3 484.41 1,813.91 – 78.26

SLTPX4-1 17 65 4 5.4 564.78 990.62 – 344.79
SLTPX4-3 25 66 4 4.5 664.24 8,733.33 – 83.99

SLPTX10-1 23 115 6 10.9 8,292.55 1,363.30 95.71 –
SLPTX10-2 24 67 6 4.7 23,174.42 7,168.40 8.81 –
SLPTX10-3 22 80 6 6.3 27,939.75 15,978.93 40.75 111.06
SLPTX10-5 23 99 6 8.6 5,199.88 855.57 50.90 –
SLPTX11-3 18 225 16 22.7 691.96 5,245.99 – 44.19
SLPTX11-5 20 233 17 24.7 918.03 10,213.32 – 170.80
SLPTX11-6 20 235 17 24.8 192.67 1,770.97 – 160.87
SLPTX11-9 22 224 16 21.6 688.51 4,777.88 – 75.50

SLPTX11-10 22 238 16 25.1 100.36 1,883.91 – 31.48
SLPTX15-1 23 76 4 6.1 8,425.26 – 331.61 177.92
SLTPX15-3 23 74 4 5.7 3,581.59 18,786.69 112.90 200.69
SLPTX16-1 25 117 8 10.2 76.99 47.14 – 5.72

VP-4 29 188 4 18.0 17,169.54 45,229.07 197.21 176.73
VP-5 22 181 4 18.2 1,383.54 12,811.90 – 41.28
VP-7 19 80 4 6.7 940.50 14,796.49 – 18.66

VP-10 19 179 4 18.2 792.95 12,834.92 122.04 426.96
VP-12 18 372 14 40.7 2,766.53 2,451.47 49.96 146.66
VP-13 21 80 4 6.6 776.22 3,384.38 – 61.21
VP-14 19 186 4 20.0 363.31 3,062.69 – 4.29
VP-15 19 183 4 18.5 911.72 3,753.50 – 19.88
VP-16 26 98 0 8.1 868.12 12,047.33 36.20 116.74
VP-17 19 182 4 18.4 2,383.55 18,728.12 178.36 373.19
VP-18 21 133 8 12.8 1,553.34 10,391.09 103.44 446.93
VP-19 19 171 4 16.9 11,473.86 40,373.07 284.52 474.16
VP-20 19 182 4 18.2 867.82 7,616.59 – 118.23
VP-21 19 178 4 18.2 1,619.79 8,966.08 99.72 256.27
VP-23 19 178 4 18.1 9,049.93 64,526.73 79.75 214.84
VP-24 22 527 12 60.5 717.57 5,414.70 – 49.83
VP-26 19 178 4 18.0 1,046.44 11,311.60 – 95.46
VP-27 22 196 4 19.8 2,374.28 21,706.29 40.94 32.77

Cysteine residues and molecular weights were determined using ExPASy ProtParam (Gasteiger et al., 2005) with signal922
peptides excluded. Abbreviations: CAP—cysteine-rich secretory protein, antigen 5, and pathogenesis-related 1 protein923

domains, DUF—domain with unknown function, GGT—γ-glutamyl transferase, SLPTX—scoloptoxin,924
VP—uncharacterized venom protein.925
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Table 2. Presence/absence differences between venom proteomes.

C0150 (Female) C0162 (Male) Average
Protein Rep 1 Rep 2 Rep 3 Rep 1 Rep 2 Rep 3 C0150 C0162
CAP2-2 942.99 907.16 919.29 — — — 923.15 —
CAP2-4 650.22 642.95 676.12 — — — 656.43 —

CAP2-10 1,141.06 — 1,099.26 — — — 746.78 —
CAP3-1 — — — 77.85 71.47 68.63 — 72.65

DUF3472-1 305.72 312.66 325.89 — — — 314.76 —
GGT-1 2,066.83 2,008.04 2,091.56 — — — 2,055.47 —
GGT-2 1,851.57 1,774.68 1,804.57 — — — 1,810.27 —
GGT-3 — — 1,366.81 — — — 455.60 —
GGT-4 1,985.01 2,008.04 2,003.99 — — — 1,999.01 —

Neprilysin-1 — — — 60.55 71.47 51.48 — 61.16
Neprilysin-12 — — — 77.85 88.28 68.63 — 78.26

SLPTX4-1 — — — 363.29 327.91 343.17 — 344.79
SLPTX4-3 — — — 82.17 88.28 81.50 — 83.99

SLPTX10-1 111.95 92.48 82.69 — — — 95.71 —
SLPTX10-2 — 26.42 — — — — 8.81 —
SLPTX10-5 — 74.86 77.83 — — — 50.90 —
SLPTX11-3 — — — 43.25 37.84 51.48 — 44.19
SLPTX11-5 — — — 181.65 189.18 141.56 — 170.80
SLPTX11-6 — — — 151.37 163.96 167.29 — 160.87
SLPTX11-9 — — — 73.52 71.47 81.50 — 75.50

SLPTX11-10 — — — 38.92 12.61 42.90 — 31.48
SLPTX16-1 — — — — — 17.16 — 5.72

VP-5 — — — 47.57 46.24 30.03 — 41.28
VP-7 — — — 25.95 — 30.03 — 18.66

VP-13 — — — 56.22 63.06 64.34 — 61.21
VP-14 — — — — — 12.87 — 4.29
VP-15 — — — 12.97 25.22 21.45 — 19.88
VP-20 — — — 116.77 113.51 124.40 — 118.23
VP-24 — — — 47.57 50.45 51.48 — 49.83
VP-26 — — — 95.15 88.28 102.95 — 95.46

Quantities provided in fmol. Abbreviations: CAP—cysteine-rich secretory protein, antigen 5, and926

pathogenesis-related 1 protein domains, DUF—domain with unknown function, GGT—γ-glutamyl927

transferase, SLPTX—scoloptoxin, VP—venom protein.928
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